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Details of Visit:

Author: Medium Bang Theory
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 25 Oct 2014 19:00
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 150
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Invasian Asian Escorts London
Website: https://invasianescorts.co.uk
Phone: 07920156455

The Premises:

As per Mr Numb, I saw Tiffany in her studio apartment a few minutes walk from Notting Hill Gate
tube – she’s moved since I first saw her in August, but only within the same building. Plenty of
space, nice big bed and very welcoming, although I always have to ask her to turn the lights up a
little - not a problem. 

The Lady:

I’ve now seen Tiffany four times so it’s evident that I find her exceptionally attractive – I think that
she is portrayed most accurately in the photos on Aisha Invasian in the red/blue lingerie. She had a
later session with the same studio in March 2014 and they’re also pretty truthful, which is not often
the case with that photographer!

Tiffany does have a little kiddie back home and so she has a bit of a loose tum (which has obviously
been photo-shopped away) but it’s not an issue for me as she is surprisingly lacking in stretch-
marks; she’s arguably the fittest MILF that I’ve seen. I can’t recall seeing any tattoos either, which
is another box ticked for me.

Tiffany’s boobs really are worth a special mention – they are enhanced but they are perfectly in
proportion and they look and feel absolutely natural. She has perfect small dark areolae and her
nipples are fantastically responsive. She is, quite rightly, extremely happy with them!

Tiffany’s English is a bit hit and miss – I used to think that it was really excellent but there was a bit
of a communication breakdown with my clothing request this time and so I’m going to be more
careful and precise in future! Having said that, she looked more than fine in a tiny mini-skirt over a
black lace teddy, which I believe may have been new that day?

The Story:

After three previous meetings, Tiffany seems to remember exactly how I like our session to pan out
– maybe she keeps notes? Once we’d greeted and sorted out the finances she simply lays on the
bed and waits for me to seduce her! I’m an unashamed fluffy traditionalist and, even though it is
paid-for sex, I still enjoy the build-up of gradually enticing a sexy girl with all-over kissing and
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progressive foreplay. Tiffany responds to this very well and by the time that I’d fully undressed her
and teased my way down to RO she was already very wet and invitingly dilated. “Aroy mak mak”!

(In our second meeting Tiffany gave me a little hint to improve my oral technique; the only down
side of this is that she now enjoys it so much that she can tend to neglect her contribution!)

I really concentrate on the true intimacy of oral sex as opposed to sex-through-a-condom – in fact,
in several meetings (particularly with Coco/Helena) I haven’t even progressed to penetration! On
numerous occasions, even with really hot escorts, I’ve found straight sex………..rather dull! However I
do have small group of favourites who fit me and move in such a way in various positions that the
sex is really enjoyable. Obviously, Tiffany is one of these girls, and what helps even more is that
she genuinely seems to enjoy it just as much as the oral. Plenty of eye contact and deepish kissing
also add to the pleasure.

I always seem to finish up Tiffany’s bum even though I’ve never actually asked for it since our first
meeting. As we approach the end of the hour she looks me straight in the eyes, simply asks
“anal?” (to which I simply grin like a horny Cheshire cat), and then reaches over for the handy
bottle of Back Door lube. This time it was a real struggle for her and I gave her the option of
abandoning it, but she persevered and (long story short) I came into her (or the condom, to be
precise) at full depth in mish with her legs over my shoulders. I’m not sure that she enjoys this
aspect of her job but she makes some lovely subdued noises, half rolls her tongue out the weird
way some Thai girls do, and is certainly fully committed to it.

Tiffany has never been a clock watcher, but on this occasion she had business to attend to and so I
was out of the door pretty much as soon as the action finished. That was a shame as I enjoy a brief
chat afterwards, but I’d had a great hour so no grounds for complaint.

Judging by the gifts, including Remy Martin and Johnny Walker Blue Label (££££…yikes!), Tiffany
has a loyal following and seems deservedly popular. Me? I took along a bottle of Colgate Plax – not
really a gift, I just remembered the horrible taste of Corsodyl from last time. Don’t nick it all!
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